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Questiop 1 (20 marks)

a) According to the quality expert Feigenbaum, interpret the meaning of quality as well as the meaning of

control in the phrase "clualiiy control", and define total quality control. (6 marks)

b) Explain the different jobs of quality control' (8 marks)

,i Identify with brief explanatioir only six of the major factors affecting product quality' (6 marks)

Question 2 (20 marks)

a) Distilguish between dimensions of quality in products and services' (6 marks)

bi co'sijer the application of quality function deployment methodology to design an electric iron, it is

required to ,onrt*rt parts oithe house of quality for the electric iron as follows (14 marks):

1o) for "moderate", and (A) for "weak"'

negative correlation.

Queslign 3 (20 marhs)

a) Discuss the different characteristics of a total quality system' (7 marks)

b) Classify the following quality related costs as prevention costs, appraisal costs, internal failure costs, or

external failure costs. (6 marks)
1. Cost of suaP
?. Product-design verification costs
3. WarrantY claims costs
4. qualitY training costs
5. InsPection costs
6. Product liabilitY costs
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Calculate the RpN for each failure nrode, Examine the obtained values and decide whether the RPNs can

6e 'secl alone to prioritize the failure modes or specify other measures that should be also considered'

Question 4 (20 marks)

a) Defi'e quality engineering technology and illustrate the major groups of techniques used in quality

engineerirrg technology' (8 marks) r -,^--- ir^.-+ir.. +r-.
b) There are many techn-iqr,res employed by proc_ess control engineering technology, identify the major

groups of these techniqles. Seleet only 
'on. 

of these groups and provide two examples of the techniques

irr this group ancl explain the purpose of each tech'ique, (6 marks)

c) Corrsider the three poka-yoke rnethods: contact methods, flxed-value methods, and rnotion-step methods'

Explain each methocl and illustrate yolrr answer with examples' (6 marks)

Question ,5 (20 marks)

a) List the basic functions of quality information equipment, and demonstrate the critelia affecting the

clegree of autonration of such equipment' (7 marks)

b) you Save studiecl the seven basic quality tools as well as the seven new quality toolsrdecide which of

these tools is the nrost appropriate in the following situations: (8 marks)

1 'YoLtwant to ident i f y thev i ta l fewcausesofaprob lem.
2. You want to collect and classify data'
j. you want to organize verbal ideas generated during a brain storming session.

4, you want to idJntify what might go wrong in a plan and be ready with counterrneasures'

c) The DMAIC approach is considered as a continuous improvement methodology for Six sigma' Explain

the cliff'erent steps of this approach' (5 marks)

c) Assume that cl"rring a FEMA analysis, the failure modes A, B, and C have been assigned the values gi

in the following table. (7 rnarks)

Failure mode Severity'Occurrence Detection
A 4 5 l0
B 4 8 2

C 9
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